
AN OPINION ON THE BENEFITS OF THE LEGALIZATION OF MARIJUANA

Cannabis legalization is picking up steam across the nation. Here are seven ways the future stands to benefit from
ending the war on weed. support legalizing cannabis, and state laws are reflecting that shift in opinion.

That means keeping the taxes low so we can actually get rid of the criminals in the system. Legal Background
The following are milestones of federal marijuana enforcement in U. There were also 1. Scientific Evidence
Remains Limited In the past, clinical trials to evaluate the effectiveness of marijuana to treat certain conditions
have been restrictive and limited. The potential benefits and significant risks associated with marijuana use
should be taught in medical schools and residency programs throughout the country. Legalization would
logically end the need for such criminal behavior. Find out what's happening in the world as it unfolds. By ,
nine states and Washington, D. For example, anti-drug group DARE has blamed marijuana for a rise in school
suspensions and youth suicide , among other things. Social Safety Implications: Effects on Driving Marijuana
impairs the ability to judge time, distance, and speed; it slows reaction time and reduces ability to track
moving objects. A man wears a Canadian flag on which a marijuana leaf has replaced the maple leaf during a
rally on Parliament Hill in Ottawa in April. In many cases, these negative effects are more pronounced in
adolescents. Thanks for your feedback! But it is imposing draconian penalties on people who sell to minors: it
is a federal crime punishable by up to 14 years in prison. There are no significant fiscal reasons against U. But
it's still extremely easy for teenagers to buy weed. Long-term or abusive use of marijuana can be harmful to a
person's health and well-being. As the Spanish digital newspaper eldario. Is legalized marijuana hurting
youth? In October , Canada became the second country in the world, after Uruguay, and the first country
within the G20 to legalize the recreational use of marijuana. Second-hand smoke from marijuana can be
harmful to others. The next number is 10,, or the number of people who died because of drunk driving in ,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. So, the question arises, is it contradictory to
penalize citizens for cultivating marijuana and allow companies to make a profit of it? Sparing going into the
ongoing suffering from those who are bound by their addictions to alcohol or pain medications, such as
depression, suicides or homicides, we must tackle the number of cannabis-induced deaths we face as a country
each year. In fact, crime might actually decrease. Canada is only the second country, after Uruguay, to take
this step. Opioids are highly addictive and are typically not recommended for long-term use in treating chronic
pain. Many veterans and their therapists report drastic improvement and clamor for more studies, and for a
loosening of governmental restrictions on its study. In other words, if it is legalized, people are more willing to
be honest about use. Other states are reaping the benefits of marijuana taxes as well. This may not
immediately seem like good news for overall tax revenue or for marijuana companies looking to maximize
profits. Smoked marijuana contains cancer-causing compounds. However, legalized marijuana does seem to
have an effect on the justice system. The percentage was higher between ages 30 and  At the end of February,
the Belgium parliament adopted a proposal for a law that gives green light to the creation of a cannabis agency
for medicinal use, which will be in charge of granting authorizations to producers and managing harvests
including exports and distribution to pharmacies and hospitals. Is it safe?


